June 22, 2020 Update
Little Lake Cemetery Company is committed to following the Public Health Agency of
Canada’s guidelines – and we will be making adjustments to our service and procedures
as the situation unfolds.
As the Government of Ontario reopens the region for expanded services, we are pleased to
advise that we are now able to provide families with public funeral and cemetery
gatherings to honour their loved ones. At the same time, the health and safety of those in
attendance continues to be of utmost importance, so some restrictions still apply:
Size of Funeral Services – to ensure adequate physical distancing is maintained, the capacity
of our facilities is limited to 30%. Under most circumstances, this means no more than 90
people are able to attend a service in our Chapel/Reception Area. If the service is being hosted
at another facility, the capacity will be adjusted according to that location.
Masks are mandatory for all guests and staff during services. This is a directive straight from
our government regulator. Please bring your own with you.
Cleaning & Sanitation will be ongoing – all public areas, including washrooms, will be
cleaned and sanitized regularly, and several hand sanitizing stations will be available at the
entrances and inside our facilities.
Staff Direction –to support the family, and to share information and ensure compliance with the
public health regulations, additional staff will be available throughout all services.
Burials at Little Lake or Highland Park Cemeteries – Attendance at burials is being limited in
order to ensure physical distancing, and to ensure adequate staff supervision. Typically less
than 20 people will be the standard limit, although additional people may be permitted with
sufficient notice and in coordination with funeral staff.
There is a lot of uncertainty at the moment and things could change as more news is released.
Please follow us on social media for additional posts.
To our community, families, friends, we will get through this.
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